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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides an overview of the activity and work of the Translation Centre in 2013.
In line with the guidelines developed by the EU Agencies Performance Development Network 1, it also
takes fully into consideration the recommendations issued in the ‘Analysis and assessment of the
activity report 2012’ by the Management Board:
a) The Centre has fine-tuned the analysis of the achievements of the objectives and targets set out in
its work programme for 2013.
b) Results have been presented in graphs, whenever possible, and figures have been rounded in a
coherent way.
c) The report on the Translation Quality Assurance action plan 2013-2014 has been included in this
Activity Report 2013.
Part I, ‘Achievements of the year’, presents the implementation of objectives and targets set out in the
work programme for 2013 according to the four activities. Based on the end-of-year review carried out
by management, and applying a weighting method as described below, the overall implementation of
the work programme for 2013 is 86.4%.
Considering the importance of the four activities and in line with the human and financial resources
foreseen for 2013, the Centre has attributed the following weightings:
•
•
•
•

Core operational activity – translation – 65%
Support activities – 25%
External outreach activities – 3%
Management and supervision activities – 7%.

Chapter 1 describes in detail the implementation of the 11 actions assigned in the work programme to
the ‘Core operational activity: translation’. Most actions and sub-actions were fully completed.
In terms of volume, 2013 was a very successful year for the Centre: 804 986 pages were translated
against the 749 248 pages planned. This represents a 7.4% increase, achieved with the same human
resources by gaining greater efficiency through streamlined processes and procedures.
The Centre continued to work in close cooperation with its clients, especially with its major client, the
Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (OHIM), in order to find efficient work patterns and to
further improve quality.
As in the past, the Centre delivered translations to its clients on time in 98.8% of cases, which is very
close to the set target of 99%.
The importance of translation quality assurance is demonstrated once again through a number of
actions (five of the 11 actions assigned to the core activity) dedicated to quality improvement and client
satisfaction. 65% of these actions were implemented, thus largely exceeding the target of 50% set for
the reporting year.
The Centre is satisfied with the quality of the translation services of its external contractors: in over 99%
of cases the service providers delivered good quality. This result is particularly due to the Centre’s

1

The overall objective of this network, set up on 1 June 2011 by the Heads of Agencies, is to develop the Agencies to
better achieve their objectives, better serve the European stakeholders’ needs, provide increased added value to
European citizens, and to be more cost-effective, with an emphasis on tools and methods for performance improvement
and accountability.
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efforts to apply strict selection criteria. The Centre also regularly provides reference material and
terminology as well as, in numerous cases, documented feedback to over 1 600 freelance translators.
The Centre carried out the first ex-post control of an external service provider. The audit took place at
the contractor’s premises and was conducted by two confirmed quality auditors of the Centre. As the
exercise was considered useful, this activity will continue in 2014.
The Centre continued to carry out ex-post quality checks on Community trade marks (CTMs), which by
the end of the year covered a total of 38 language combinations. An in-depth analysis of the results
showed that the number or errors followed a downward trend.
As in the past, the Centre analysed Client Satisfaction Forms (CSFs) – a total of 2 033 forms were
processed, representing a return rate of 4.7%. Overall, it can be said that clients are satisfied with the
Centre’s services. This is also clearly visible in the results of the 2013 client satisfaction survey. With the
aim of offering new services/products, the Centre ran a survey among its clients to identify their need for
new services. Based on the results, the Centre will develop ‘video subtitling’ as a new service to be
introduced in the near future.
The overall implementation rate for these activities was 98%.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the implementation of the 10 actions assigned in the work programme
for 2013 to ‘Support activities’. These actions largely focus on new developments and new
technologies in order to keep up with the changes in the translation world and remain a well-performing
service provider. The most important project is without any doubt the development of the new translation
workflow management system, e-CdT.
The Centre ran a first test with the European Commission’s machine translation system ‘MT@EC’. The
exercise showed that the system needs to be trained further in order to make it more useful in the
future.
The overall implementation rate for these activities was 66%.
Chapter 3, ‘External Outreach Activities’, reports on five actions included in the work programme for
2013. The outstanding activity in this field remained the management of the interinstitutional InterActive
terminology for Europe (IATE) database.
The overall implementation rate for these activities was 72%.
Chapter 4 deals with the Centre’s performance in ‘Management and supervision activities’, which
can be considered good, although some of the seven actions included in this field had to be postponed
due to the very heavy workload of some teams in connection with the move to the new premises.
The outstanding achievement of 2013 was the Centre’s move to the Drosbach building. The
Management Board and the Budgetary Authority approved the project only in the spring of 2013. By
mid-November 2013, all staff members had been relocated. The budget and planning were respected
and no impact on the provision of services was recorded. A big thank you goes to the Centre’s staff,
who showed an exemplary commitment throughout the whole period.
The overall implementation rate was 60%.
Part II gives an overview of ‘Governance, management and internal control systems’ starting with the
‘Activities of the Management Board’, the main pillar of the Centre’s governance in Chapter 1 and a
résumé of the ‘Financial reporting’ in Chapter 2, together with the financial key performance indicators
(details are given in the annexes).
Chapter 3, ‘Risk management’, gives an overview of the results of the risk management exercise that
is performed regularly. None of the risks were considered to be critical.
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Chapter 4, ‘Internal Control Standards’ – given that the Centre’s ‘Strategy 2012-2014: embracing the
challenges’ was extended until the end of 2015, the time for becoming fully compliant with the Internal
Control Standards (ICS) was also extended.
Part III reports on the building blocks on which the declaration of assurance of the Centre’s Authorising
Officer is based. In 2013, the key financial and non-financial indicators (Annex VII) show no instances of
any inadequate/ineffective controls that exposed the Centre to key risks.
As regards the ‘Results from audits and evaluations during the reporting year’, the audit of the
European Court of Auditors concluded on the reliability of the Centre's annual accounts and on the
legality and regularity of the transactions underlying them.
The Commission’s Internal Audit Service (IAS) did not carry out an audit in 2013, but presented a
Strategic Internal Audit Plan 2014-2016 that was endorsed by the Centre’s Management Board. At the
end of 2013, five recommendations remained open, none of which is critical. Due to the move to the
new premises, the recommendations concerning the Business Continuity Plan can only be addressed in
2014. Details of the outstanding recommendations from the IAS and the Internal Audit Capability are
provided in Annex IX. With regard to the follow-up of observations from the discharge authority in
respect of the implementation of the budget for 2011, the table in Annex XI shows the measures taken
by the Centre.
Part IV presents the Declaration of Assurance of the Authorising Officer, which is based on all the facts
presented in this report, and on the opinions expressed by the European Court of Auditors on the
reliability of the accounts and on the legality and regularity of the transactions underlying them. It states
that the control procedures put in place ensure the legality and regularity of the underlying transactions
– the resources assigned to the activities described in the report have been used for their intended
purpose and in accordance with the principles of sound financial management.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE TRANSLATION CENTRE

The Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union was formally established in 1994 by
Council Regulation (EC) No 2965/94, amended by Council Regulation (EC) No 1645/03 and then
amended again by Council Regulation (EC) No 2610/95.
The Centre’s mission is to provide translation services to the other decentralised EU agencies and
assist those EU institutions and bodies that have their own translation services in times of peaks in
workload. Its second main task is to contribute to interinstitutional cooperation between the EU’s
translation services with the aim of rationalising working methods, harmonising procedures and making
overall savings in the field of translation.
The Centre’s mandate, mission statements, specific activities/actions and operations are implemented
by four departments and the Director’s Office. Annex 3 shows the Centre’s organisation chart as of
1 July 2013, when a major reorganisation took place (dismantling of the General Affairs Department and
reorganisation of the Translation Department).
The clients are the Centre’s raison d’être. In 2013, the Centre signed agreements with two new clients,
thus bringing its client portfolio to 60 clients: the European Parliament’s Directorate-General for
Translation (EP DG TRAD), based in Luxembourg, and the Maritime Analysis and Operations Centre –
Narcotics (MAOC (N)), located in Lisbon.
In 2013, the Centre carried out its activities in line with the strategic priorities set out in the
‘Strategy 2012-2015: embracing the challenges’. This Strategy presents five objectives, namely: retain
the present clients; become more competitive; find new clients; become more cost-efficient and
effective; and be a good employer. The Centre’s operations are based on annual work programmes
divided into the following four activities:
1. Core operational activity: translation
2. Support activities
3. External outreach activities
4. Management and supervision activities
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classification: 22 156 for the new website and 18 970 for registered Community designs (counted as
terms since 1 January 2013); 8 912 terms were requested by other clients.
In order to ensure the quality of its language services, the Centre works with specialised freelance
translators. The Centre made use of 1 641 framework contracts signed with freelance translation
providers: 1 170 contracts for the translation of documents, and 471 for the translation of Community
trade marks.
Furthermore, to strengthen quality assurance, in assigning translation tasks to contractors, the Centre
takes full account of contractors’ prior performance in terms of respecting deadlines and translation
quality. All pages produced by external translators are revised and assessed by in-house translators. As
in 2012, in 99% of these cases the translations were assessed as being of good or excellent quality.
Action 1.2 Translate and revise Community trade marks and designs according to set
quality criteria
[WP 2013 target: 475 000 pages of trade marks and designs translated and revised]

Of the total of 804 986 pages translated in 2013, 509 798 pages (63% of the total volume) accounted for
Community trade marks, against 475 000 pages planned in the work programme for 2013. As stated
above, this volume does not include Community designs given that they have been calculated as ‘term
list’ entries as of January 2013. The fluctuations in forecasts vs actual invoiced volumes are shown in
Figure 1.
The new 'batchless' gateway for the exchange of Community trade marks between the Centre and
OHIM was successfully launched on 1 January 2013. This has allowed the Centre to help OHIM achieve
its strategic objectives by further reducing the turnaround time for the translation of Community trade
marks from 10 to eight days as of March 2013. The two agencies also started using the same Businessto-Business (B2B) system to process Community designs as of May 2013.
Action 1.3 Provide on-time delivery of services to clients
[WP 2013 target: 99% of deadlines met]

The Centre delivered translations to its clients on time in 98.8% of cases.
Around 46.9% of document translations had a normal deadline, while 24.9% were scheduled and 16%
were urgent. In 2012, these figures were 47.5%, 30.6% and 14.1%, respectively.
The ‘slow’ delivery translation service represented 12% of the volume of documents translated, i.e. 4.4%
more than in 2012. The demand for ‘very urgent’ translation services remained stable, with 0.2% of the
total translation volume.
Action 1.4 Implement improvement actions in the revised 'Translation Quality Assurance
Action Plan 2013-2014'
[WP 2013 target: Translation Quality Assurance Action Plan 2013-2014 prepared]
[WP 2013 target: 50% of the Translation Quality Assurance Action Plan implemented]

Following the proposal made at the Management Board’s meeting of March 2012, the former
Translation Quality Assurance Report has been included in the Annual Activity Report.
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At the end of 2012, the Centre had adopted a new Translation Quality Assurance Action Plan (TQAP)
for 2013-2014. In the Centre’s work programme for 2013, the achievement rate target for the TQAP had
been set at 50%. By the end of the year, around 65% of the plan had been implemented, thus largely
exceeding the target.
The main action points of this plan concern: the review of the existing revision process to optimise the
workflow and the quality of the final product; the improvement of the information flow on closely related
documents translated or revised by different translators; the implementation of ex-post quality checks of
Community trade marks; and a new approach for the quality assurance of translations from and into
non-EU languages, a subject that was also discussed at interinstitutional level.
The Centre also continued to create reliable, high quality translation memories. In particular, preparatory
work for the new translation memory tool (SDL Trados Studio 2014) started, with training sessions and
the building of translation memory databases. The Centre organised specialised seminars on InDesign
and, in cooperation with the European Parliament’s Terminology Coordination Unit, training sessions for
terminology coordinators.
The Centre continued to integrate translation memory data into the interinstitutional Euramis system.
This activity will create a basis for the potential future use of machine translation. Tests for the European
Commission’s machine translation system ‘MT@EC’ started towards the end of the year, involving all
language teams [see chapter 2, Action 2.1].
Action 1.5 Monitor translation quality ex post
[WP 2013 target: 99% of acceptable quality delivered by external service providers]

One indicator measures the quality of external translations on the basis of the quality assurance
activities performed by in-house staff. Translations for which the in-house revision indicates
sub-standard quality are taken into consideration. The results for 2013 remain within the defined target
for acceptable quality delivered by external service providers (Q1: 99.69%; Q2: 99.71%; Q3: 99.6%; Q4:
99.7%).
Considering that the revision and assessment of freelance translations are fundamental for quality
assurance, the Centre organised a revision seminar in June, attended by 16 translators, and a
workshop on the evaluation of freelance translation in October, attended by 15 translators. The Centre’s
Re-ranking Committee, which reviews external translations that have been assessed as ‘excellent’ or
‘poor’ by in-house translators, held 13 meetings.
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The general client satisfaction survey, which is run bi-annually, had a response rate of 41.5% compared
with 50% for the survey 2011. The main conclusions are presented in the ‘Highlights of the year 2013’
report.
The action plan derived from this survey, which will be implemented over the next two years, places a
clear focus on translation quality assurance measures. It also includes actions aimed at increasing the
Centre’s flexibility and enhancing the performance of the Client Portal.
Complementary to the 2012 market study, which led to the compilation of information on the translation
industry’s working methods and service offers, the Centre ran a survey among the clients in 2013 to
identify their potential needs for new products/services. The answers should help the Centre to meet
their needs in the years to come. With only eight replies received (18.2%), the response rate was rather
low. The services mostly marked by the respondents were:
•
•
•
•

video subtitling (five potential clients);
machine translation (raw translation and/or post-editing of a machine translated document) (five
potential clients);
management of multilingual websites (four potential clients);
hosting of multilingual websites (four potential clients).

Management decided to elaborate a proof of concept for the service ‘video subtitling’ and to present the
proposal to the Management Board at its meeting in October 2014.
Action 1.7 Raise awareness by providing clients with necessary documentation on the
Centre's products, services and activities
[WP 2013 target: one brochure on editing prepared and published]

The Centre published the leaflet Editing – Investing in quality in October 2013. It can be downloaded
from the Centre’s website 6. The leaflet presents the added value of investing in the quality and
readability of source texts. Clients requested 32 710 pages of editing in 2013.
[WP 2013 target: one release of the client newsletter published]

Following on the tradition of previous years, the Centre published the third issue of its client newsletter
The language hub ahead of the Management Board’s meeting of October 2013. Apart from presenting
the editing service and the leaflet published by the Centre on this subject, this edition focuses on the
restructuring of the Translation Department and provides an overview of the Centre’s future translation
workflow management tool, e-CdT. It also contains an article on how the Centre runs calls for tenders
for external language service providers and includes a brief news item on the Centre’s new premises.
The newsletter was made available to clients on the Client Portal.
[WP 2013 target: the 'Client Report 2012' published]

The Client Report 2012 was presented to the Management Board at its meeting of March 2013. This
was the second year in which the Centre published a separate report with a special focus on its clients
in addition to the annual Activity Report.
[WP 2013 target: The 'Practical Guide for Clients' updated]

The publication The Translation Centre – a practical guide for clients is now available both in PDF
format and as an online help on the Client Portal so that clients can refer to it whenever they have
questions when placing requests. It was updated twice throughout the year.
6

See http://cdt.europa.eu/EN/documentation/Pages/Publications.aspx
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Action 1.8 Create client-specific terminology glossaries
[WP 2013 target: three glossaries completed]

The target of three client-specific glossaries was largely exceeded: nine glossaries were released in the
course of the year, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CJEU – Two glossaries prepared on the basis of documents translated by the Centre: one
dedicated to financial markets and competition (247 entries in EN-FR), and one covering
commercial law (210 entries in DE-EN-ES-FR);
EBA – Glossary of core terms extracted from the guidelines and other key documents
translated by the Centre in 2012 (185 entries in all EU languages except GA and HR);
EDPS – Completion of the web glossary (EN-DE-FR) in the other EU languages (27 entries);
EIOPA – Compilation of two batches of terminology from validated documents translated by the
Centre in 2013 (516 entries in all EU languages except GA);
OHIM – Compilation of interface elements and strings from the OHIM web project to guarantee
terminological consistency in upcoming translation requests (5 800 entries in all EU languages
except GA);
ECHA – Two projects conducted: completion of existing entries in ECHA-term into Croatian
(818 terms), and extension of the multilingual content with the updated candidate substances
list in 23 languages (65 entries);
EMCDDA – Completion of the existing core terms collection into Croatian (100 terms).

In addition, the Centre provided the necessary support to FRA and Eurojust for preparing their term list
requests. It also undertook the revision of the agency names collection in the interinstitutional
terminology database IATE in cooperation with the Publications Office of the European Union for the
sake of harmonisation with the Interinstitutional Style Guide.
Important maintenance of the Centre’s terminological data in IATE was carried out, with the revision and
validation of over 2 000 terms.
Action 1.9 Identify and develop new possible products/services (if financially sound) to
launch
[WP 2013 target: N/A for business case developed]

The Centre identified and developed the following new services:
• The maintenance of multilingual websites for OHIM, including (a) the localisation of new website
content or modification of existing website content and (b) technical support for the
maintenance of the multilingual aspects of the site, namely the uploading and the testing of
translated content. While this service is currently used only by OHIM, there are plans to offer it
to other clients also.
• The revision of term lists, i.e. the examination of bilingual term lists as fit for the agreed
purpose, by comparing the source and target terms and making corrections where necessary.
This service will be offered as of 2014.
• A technical support service was developed for the Court of Justice, namely the conversion of
specific source files and the subsequent alignment of resulting documents to enrich the Court’s
translation memories.
For all these new services the Centre has developed detailed technical specifications and
project-specific financial estimates.
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Action 1.11 Implement a technical support service for the Court of Justice
[WP 2013 target: technical and financial project proposal accepted by the Court of Justice for the conversion of
PDF documents and the alignment of texts drafted. Report on the successful implementation of the pilot project for
PDF conversion and alignment]

The PDF conversion and alignment project covers the following activities:

The Directorate-General for Translation of the Court of Justice currently receives a large number of
translation requests in PDF format or on paper. The conversion of these files into a ‘translatable’ format’
(i.e. a format that can be used to apply translation memories, machine translation technology or
terminology recognition) is time-consuming and onerous. The Court asked the Centre for technical
support in these fields in early 2013.
A technical and financial project proposal was submitted to the Court in Q2 2013 and accepted.
According to the proposal, the Centre will provide the conversion of PDF documents, their alignment
and the feeding of translated Court documents into translation memories.
A pilot project started late in Q4 2013.

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union
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CHAPTER 2
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
Action 2.1 Investigate the usefulness of machine translation tools for the Centre and its
clients
[WP 2013 target: report on usefulness of machine translation (MT) drafted]

The Centre signed the interinstitutional agreement for the use of the European Commission machine
translation system, ‘MT@EC'.
As of mid-2013, the Centre had access to the MT tool via an online web interface. In the fourth quarter,
it launched a usability test whereby different types of documents from four different clients were
submitted to the system in various language combinations (mainly English into the other official
languages). The Centre’s translators evaluated the usefulness of the output of the MT@EC system for
their work. The conclusion was that the Centre was not ready to integrate this type of system into its
workflow.
The quality did not match expectations, with a few exceptions (e.g. for one of the source texts used in
the test the MT output was ‘relatively usable’, albeit with a lot of post-editing, for Greek, Portuguese,
Slovenian, Danish and Bulgarian). For the other texts, MT was considered not very helpful by the
translators, who spent much more time on post-editing the translations produced by the machine than if
they had revised the translations produced by freelancers for the same documents.
This experiment shows that the system would need to be trained with texts from the Centre,
representing its range of clients and text types, which could possibly make it more useful in the future.
Action 2.2 Implement the projects relating to core activities included in the IT project
portfolio. EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) for the e-CdT programme
[WP 2013 target: 100% implemented]

The Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) has been developed to meet the needs of the e-CdT
programme. It facilitates the communication between the various IT applications used for the new
translation workflow management system, be they internal or external (e.g. ABAC, SYSPER II).
Action 2.3 Implement the projects relating to core activities included in the IT project
portfolio. The e-CdT translation workflow management system: in-house development of
the first e-CdT module.
[WP 2013 target: 30% implemented]

At the end of 2012, after careful evaluation of the available options (buy or build), the Centre decided to
develop e-CdT in-house. Using the latest technology, it will be implemented in steps via a modular
approach.
The e-CdT system will consist of the following modules:
a) workflow management;
b) externalisation;
c) internal distribution;
d) pre-mid-post processing;
e) translation;
Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union
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f) client coordination.
The Client Portal, launched in 2011 as the first module, will be integrated into this project gradually.
Development work started, as scheduled, at the end of April. The intention was to complete the
workflow management module by the end of 2013. However, technical adjustments were needed to
modify and optimise the framework of the IT architecture. This delayed the project by approximately two
to three months. The workflow management module is expected to be ready by the end of Q1 2014.
Action 2.4 Implement the projects relating to support activities included in the IT project
portfolio. e-Prior – rewriting of call for tenders and call for expressions of interest
management system: analysis
[WP 2013 target: 100% of analysis performed]

The Centre evaluated whether the e-Prior project under development by the European Commission’s
Directorate-General for Informatics could cover its needs in terms of contract management and eprocurement. For the Centre this concerns mainly the contracts with freelance translators. Since the
existing e-Prior modules in the area of contract management are focused on ‘traditional’ contracts, they
do not match the Centre’s specific requirements (e.g. the dynamic re-ranking of freelance translation
providers). The IT Steering Committee therefore decided to develop an in-house solution for contract
management. A project mandate was approved by the IT Steering Committee in December 2013 with a
view to finalising the project in 2014.
Action 2.5 Budget planning and monitoring tool: implementation carried out
[WP 2013 target: 75% implemented]

Following a study of existing solutions drafted in Q2 2013, the IT Steering Committee decided to acquire
a market tool, SAP® Business Planning and Consolidation, based on an existing framework contract.
The implementation was under way at the end of the year, and the tool should be available in Q2 2014.
The target of 75% implementation was achieved.
Action 2.6 Competencies and job description management systems
[WP 2013 target: 100% of the business specifications prepared]

The IT Steering Committee postponed this project until 2014 as priority had to be given to e-CdT and its
related projects. The functionalities of the Sysper II modules relating to competencies and job
description, which are developed and used by the European Commission, will be analysed in Q3 2014.
Action 2.7 Modernise the IT infrastructure. Migration of the intranet to the Microsoft
SharePoint platform completed
[WP 2013 target: 100% implemented]

For technical reasons, the migration of the intranet from EasiWeb to SharePoint was anticipated and
already completed in December 2012. In total, 82 content pages were created in SharePoint, and over
1 000 documents were migrated. Work therefore focused on creating new pages and fine-tuning their
layout and content to staff needs.
A working group was set up consisting of a member from each department, whose mission will be to
cooperate with the IT Department on the definition of the department and section-specific collaborative
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sites. A template for these sites was elaborated and discussed by management. The long-term aim of
these sites will be to ensure document management (by replacing the traditional file management on
different drives) and to allow efficient collaboration on documents shared between users in different
departments.
Action 2.8 Implementation of the computer-assisted translation tool SDL Trados Studio
[WP 2013 target: two language groups – ET and DE – working with the new tool from Q4 2013 and all documents
treated for the pilot groups translated using SDL Trados Studio]

The Centre signed the contract with Trados GmbH on 23 May 2013 for the use of the computer-assisted
translation tool ‘SDL Trados Studio’. It was based on the framework contract resulting from an
interinstitutional call for tenders. The Centre started immediately to study carefully the technical and
functional requirements and to set up the necessary IT environment and project teams.
A few months later, SDL Trados announced that it would release a new version of the tool (‘SDL Trados
Studio 2014’) already in December. Instead of deploying the 2011 version, as was originally planned,
the Centre decided to switch directly to this version as it contains new functionalities that are of high
interest for the core business. The complexity of the workflows in place and the need to find solutions to
some tool gaps also explain why the Centre concluded that it was too hasty to implement the tool in
2013 without running major risks for the core business.
It is now planned that the two pilot groups, the Estonian and the German language teams, will start
working with SDL Trados Studio in Q1 2014.
Action 2.9 Define the implementing rules for the CdT's provisions laying down the
principles for document management
[WP 2013 target: one implementing rule adopted]

At the end of 2012 the Centre began a major overhaul of its document management policy with the aim
of developing a secure, efficient and consistent document management system and thus ensuring that it
can provide information on its activities at any time. The Centre considers that documents (paper or
electronic) are the best way of transmitting information and are the cornerstone of its short, medium and
long-term memory. The task of developing these new rules and procedures has been assigned to an
interdepartmental group of staff responsible for document management. Set up in January 2013, the
group first carried out a survey among the Centre’s various departments on the working methods used
to register, file and archive documents. In parallel, it drew up a draft decision on electronic and digitised
documents which was adopted by the Director at the end of 2013.
Action 2.10 Implement changes to remain compliant with the EU legal regulatory
framework (Financial Regulation and Staff Regulations)
[WP 2013 target: the Centre's Financial Regulation sent to the Commission and the revision of Implementing Rules
prepared]

In accordance with the work programme, the Centre’s draft Financial Regulation was sent to the
European Commission on 5 November 2013, and the draft was accepted, with small changes. The
Management Board adopted the draft by written procedure before the end of the year.
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At the end of 2013, the preparation of the revision of the Implementing Rules for the Financial
Regulation was almost finalised. The draft proposal will be sent to the European Commission for
agreement in 2014.
[WP 2013 target: 30% of all Implementing Rules for the Staff Regulations drafted and submitted to the Commission]

The new Staff Regulations introduce important changes, in particular for the adoption of implementing
rules. Indeed, Article 110 stipulates that agencies should apply all the rules provided by the European
Commission by analogy. By way of exception, with justified arguments, the agencies may derogate from
the above-mentioned procedure. As a result, an inter-agency working group was set up in
November 2013 in order to determine which rules can be applied by analogy.
On 17 December 2013, the Centre received formal information from the European Commission on the
adoption of 25 implementing rules. As a result, the Centre started to prepare the different rules based on
the recommendations of the inter-agency working group.
CHAPTER 3
EXTERNAL OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
Action 3.1 Provide technical and organisational support for the interinstitutional IATE
database
[WP 2013 target: implementation of the annual IATE work programme 2013 and all activity reports approved]

All IATE documents defined in the mandate of the IATE Management Group (IMG), which is chaired by
the Centre, were approved by the respective interinstitutional committees: the mid-term activity report,
the mid-term budget execution report and the work programme for 2014.
The main achievements for 2013 are as follows:
• Most IATE partners use or will use the computer-assisted translation tool ‘SDL Trados Studio’.
The integration of IATE terminology into this tool was one of the main projects of the IMG. The
IATE Support and Development team implemented a first proof of concept for a term
recognition module which produced promising results. The output of this file can be used in the
SDL Trados Studio working environment.
• Five updates of the IATE application were installed with a number of new features.
• The IMG created ‘EUR-term’, an interinstitutional terminology portal that will complement IATE.
It will be the single point of access to all relevant terminology-related information.
• The IMG reviewed the legal notice to the IATE public. The new text introduces the notion of
(1) ‘Download IATE’, i.e. a service that would allow users to download or copy IATE data that is
not protected by third-party copyright (e.g. the terms themselves); and of (2) elements for which
the IATE partners are the right holders (i.e. the structure of the database, the domain
classification, etc.).
In addition to the activities relating to the management of IATE, the Centre chaired an interinstitutional
working group on the potential benefits of closer interinstitutional cooperation in the field of terminology.
The group worked on the following points:
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•
•
•
•
•

communication (e.g. between terminology coordinators, terminologists and language
communities);
organisation of work (e.g. specialisation in thematic areas, organisation of common tasks,
organisation of joint projects, proactive terminology work and cooperation in the context of the
ordinary legislative procedure);
organisation of resources (interinstitutional project teams, cooperation with external partners);
joint training actions;
interinstitutional terminology framework and work programmes.
Action 3.2 Attend ICTI, IAMLADP and JIAMCATT meetings, as scheduled

[WP 2013 target: 100% of the meetings attended]

All ICTI meetings and the IAMLADP Annual Meeting in June 2013 were attended. For budget reasons, it
was decided that the Centre would not be represented at the 2013 JIAMCATT meeting in Nairobi.
Action 3.3 Offer Joint Training Venture Sessions to IAMLADP organisations (JTV on 'Best
practices in revision' or on proofing tools in MS Office)
[WP 2013 target: at least one JTV session given to international IAMLADP organisations]

An exceptional number of organisations benefited from the JTVs offered by the Centre in 2012 (the JTV
on proofing tools was given to over 400 participants from 16 organisations, and the JTV on translation
revision was given twice). As a consequence, no need was expressed by IAMLADP organisations to
participate in one of these JTVs in 2013. One organisation did approach the Centre to hold the JTV on
proofing tools, but the host organisation decided to postpone it to 2014.
Action 3.4 Work towards the establishment of the Centre as a partner/service provider for
the European Commission and, possibly, for other EU institutions
[WP 2013 target: Acceptance of the technical and financial project proposal by DG SANCO]

The European Online Dispute Resolution system (ODR) that is currently being prepared by the
Commission’s Directorate-General for Health and Consumers (DG SANCO) will allow consumers and
traders in the EU to submit complaints online and to settle their disputes amicably. The technical
platform supporting this project is expected to be tested in late 2014. The ODR is due to be operational
from 2016.
This ambitious project will require language support in all official EU languages. The Centre’s partner
DG, the Directorate-General for Translation of the European Commission, had helped initiate
discussions with DG SANCO to investigate the Centre’s possible role as a language service provider.
Short turnaround times, technical constraints and potentially big translation volumes (current estimates:
around 200 000 pages per year) will require the use of machine translation, streamlined administration
and management of requests, and the development of dedicated IT systems.
Based on several meetings and documentation provided by DG SANCO, the Centre carried out an
in-depth analysis of the multilingual requirements of the ODR platform and submitted a project proposal
on the technical and language aspects of the project and the cost estimates. As a number of factors –
namely the volumes, the language combinations, the usefulness of machine translation in this context –
were still difficult to determine, the costing document provided a number of different scenarios.
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DG SANCO welcomed the Centre’s proposal. Formal approval of the proposal is expected in early
2014.
Action 3.5 Address proactively potential non-EU clients: verify appeal of working with the
Centre, potential volumes, price sensitivity and required services or products
[WP 2013 target: Non-EU clients' survey: results table and recommendations. Estimated potential revenue (EUR)
from new non-EU clients. List of potential clients (including ranking by potential volume) established.]

Following the survey carried out by the Centre at the end of 2012 to assess the potential interest of
IAMLADP international organisations in working with the Centre (12 international organisations
answered ‘yes’ and nine answered ‘maybe’ to the question as to whether they would be interested in
using the Centre’s services) the Centre’s partner DG, the European Commission’s Directorate-General
for Translation, asked the Centre to stop exploring this possibility.
CHAPTER 4
MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION ACTIVITIES
Action 4.1 Implement remaining actions to become compliant with Internal Control
Standards (ICS)
[WP 2013 target: 90% of the ICS with which the Centre is compliant as at the annual assessment]

The Centre has made considerable efforts to implement 13 of the 15 actions identified in the Internal
Control Action Plan for 2013. Management assessed the compliance with internal control standards
(ICS) to be 87%.
Figure 7: Compliance with Internal Control Standards
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Regarding ICS 10, the Centre’s move to the Drosbach building requires considerable redrafting of the
Business Continuity Plan, which could not be done in 2013.
Management assessed that the level of implementation for achieving compliance had not been reached
for ICS 11 ‘Document management’.
Compared with 2012, management assessed that the Centre was now compliant with the requirements
of ICS 13 and 14.
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The actions identified to allow the Centre to become compliant are described in detail in the Internal
Control Action Plan (Annex VI).
Action 4.2 Encourage the flow of information by publishing news articles on the intranet,
newsletters and holding internal meetings on a regular basis
[WP 2013 target: Publications on the Intranet: at least 2 articles per week published on the Intranet, 1 article
published after each event, 1 newsletter per department]

2013 saw an important increase in the number of intranet articles: 227 articles were published,
representing a 26% increase compared with the previous year, and a 73% increase compared with
2011. The target of two articles per week was therefore greatly exceeded, as well as the target of one
article published after each event.
As planned in the work programme for 2013, the Centre produced department-specific newsletters.
Three were published: In the Loop (Translation Support Department), Go4IT (IT Department) and Stay
Tuned (Translation Department). The target was therefore achieved by 75%.
The Centre reviewed its written in-house communication strategy to reflect the need for swift and timely
news ensured through the welcome page of the intranet, rather than through department-specific
newsletters. As of 2014, it will publish three news items per week on the intranet and two in-house
newsletters with CdT and department-level articles.
[WP 2013 target: 2 plenary meetings with the Director per year. 6 meetings at department level per year]

Two plenary meetings took place with the Director. In addition, eight meetings were conducted at
department level.
Action 4.3 Implement actions to increase the effectiveness of the Total Quality
Management (TQM) system
[WP 2013 target: 2% increase in the assessment compared to 2012]

The Centre has further implemented actions aimed at increasing the effectiveness of the Total Quality
Management (TQM) system, mainly by updating the documents relating to processes and standard
operating procedures as well as by drafting new working instructions. The results of the internal survey
show an increase of 16.2% against the rate achieved in 2012, which had already represented an
increase of 14.2% compared with 2011.
Actions 4.4 and 4.5 Implementation of IT governance. Implementation of PO2 (‘Define the
information architecture’) and PO7 (‘Manage IT human resources’)
[WP 2013 target: 100% of implementation of PO2 and PO7]

The IT Department set up the new Data Centre, which now meets the highest security requirements. As
this department was also greatly involved in the move to the Drosbach building, the implementation of
IT governance in the field of ‘Define the information architecture’ (COBIT 7 process PO2) and in the field
of ‘Manage IT human resources’ (COBIT process PO7) was postponed to 2014.

7

COBIT: Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology.
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Action 4.6 If a new location has been identified in 2012, ensure the Centre's relocation in
2013
[WP 2013 target: Relocation completed]

Following the approval of the Budgetary Authority on the Centre’s move to the Drosbach building in
Luxembourg-Gasperich and the adoption of the related amending budget by the Management Board,
the Centre’s relocation to its new premises was completed in November 2013, as foreseen. The budget
and planning were respected and, thanks to the staff’s commitment, the Centre’s clients did not
experience any interruption of service.
Action 4.7 Analyse the Staff Satisfaction Survey 2012, set up a Plan and start to implement
actions. Identify and approve staff retention measures and implement them
[WP 2013 target: 100% of implementation of the Staff Satisfaction Survey 2012]

In line with the work programme for 2013, the staff satisfaction survey launched in 2012 was analysed.
The statistics from the questionnaire and the results of this survey were submitted to management. In
response to some results, in particularly relating to internal communication and cooperation between
departments, management developed an action plan including 13 department-specific actions. The
deadlines for these actions range from 2013 to 2014.
[WP 2013 target: 100% of implementation of the staff retention action plan]

This action was put on hold given the new provisions contained in the Staff Regulations and the
Conditions of employment of other servants of the European Union. Indeed, it became clear that the
new legal framework to be implemented would have an impact on the retention measures identified and
their implementation. This matter will be relaunched in 2014.
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PART II.
GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT AND INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
CHAPTER 1
MANAGEMENT BOARD ACTIVITIES
As the main pillar of the Centre’s governance, the Management Board defines the Centre’s general
orientations, sets its goals and action priorities, and is responsible for supervising the Centre’s
implementation of its activities.
The Management Board consists of representatives of the Centre's clients (EU institutions, bodies and
agencies), representatives of each of the 28 EU Member States, and two representatives of the European
Commission. It is currently chaired by Mr Rytis Martikonis, Director-General of the Directorate-General for
Translation of the European Commission. A full list of the members can be found in Annex XII.
During two Management Board meetings and through written procedures, decisions were taken and
information exchanged on the following matters:
Budget and operational matters:
•

the Amending Budget 1/2013 including, inter alia, the necessary funds for establishing the
Centre's seat in a new building (adopted).

•

the Amending Budget 2/2013 aimed at, in particular, introducing the surplus from the previous
year into the budget for 2013, and at including the revised forecasts received from clients, as
well as the result of the re-examination of all expenditure items (adopted).

•

the Amended work programme for 2013, which takes into account new elements that affect the
e-CdT project, the new services, the assignment of tasks among departments, the
improvements linked to the action plan on the optimisation of the business model, and the
procurement plan (adopted).

•

the new Financial Regulation applicable to the Centre which is based on the Commission
Delegated Regulation on the framework financial regulation for the bodies referred to in
Article 208 of Council Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 966/2012 (adopted).

Annual report, audit and accounts:
•

the activity report for 2012, which includes an analysis and assessment by the Management
Board (adopted). The assessment highlights that the report provides a faithful and
comprehensive account of the work undertaken by the Centre and that most objectives
contained in the work programme for 2012 were achieved. It also contains recommendations on
how to improve future reporting.

•

the Translation Quality Assurance Report and the Client Report 2012 (information).

•

the Management Board's favourable opinion on the final accounts drawn up by the Director of
the Centre for 2012 (adopted).

•

the Internal Audit Service (IAS) Audit Report on Business Continuity Management and the
action plan drawn up by the Centre in response to the six observations/recommendations
issued by the IAS (information).
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Staffing matters:
•

appointment of Ms Marie-Anne Fernández as Acting Director as of 1 July 2013 following the
resignation of Ms Gailė Dagilienė from the post of Director of the Centre (adopted).

•

publication of the vacancy notice for the post of Director of the Centre, and appointment of the
Management Board's representative as observer on the pre-selection panel set up for the
recruitment procedure of the new director (adopted).

Activities in 2014 and onwards:
•

the budget for 2014 characterised by a revenue forecast at EUR 48.3 million and the work
programme for 2014 which set the key milestones to be reached by the end of the year in each
area of activity, i.e. (a) core operational activity: translation; (b) support activities; (c) external
outreach activities; and (d) management and supervision activities (adopted).

•

the Multiannual Staff Policy Plan 2014-2016 (adopted).

•

the amended decision No 2 on the Centre’s pricing structure introducing, as of 1 January 2014,
new invoicing rules based on a method of rounding up to the nearest half-page, and a new
language service: the revision of term lists (adopted).

•

extension of the ‘Strategy 2012-2014: embracing the challenges’ until the end of 2015 for
reasons relating to the Centre’s reorganisation in 2013 and the ongoing recruitment procedure
for the new Director (adopted).

•

the Strategic Internal Audit Plan 2014-2016 of the Internal Audit Service (adopted).

•

Conclusions of the discussions in respect of the options for a sustainable future for the Centre
(information). The Management Board took note that, following the structured dialogue
established since 2011 between the Commission’s Directorate-General for Translation (DGT)
and the Centre, considerable progress had been made regarding the understanding of the
situation and the options for ensuring that the Centre had a sustainable future. Their work
showed, firstly, that the Centre’s situation was more comfortable and no longer threatened by a
sudden, major decrease in volumes and, secondly, that several avenues for cooperation with
the Commission had been identified. The Management Board also agreed to the Commission's
proposal to conclude the work of the working group, and decided to follow up closely any
developments relating to the potential avenues.

•

Information from the Commission's representative on the roadmap consisting of 90 initiatives
drafted by the Commission in accordance with the Common Approach on EU decentralised
agencies endorsed by the European Parliament, the Council and the European Commission in
July 2012 and on the Centre’s roadmap (information). The Management Board took note that
the latter consists of 50 action points (to be implemented or already implemented but requiring
regular follow-up). In this context, it expressed a strong interest in being kept informed of any
progress in the discussions on the revision of the composition of the Management Board and
the possible creation of an Executive Board, before the legislative phase of the revision of the
Centre’s founding regulation starts.
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CHAPTER 2
FINANCIAL REPORTING
2.1 Budget revenue
The Centre’s budget revenue is primarily composed of the revenue received from invoicing its clients for
services provided. It is subject to strict financial control and monitoring in keeping with the applicable
regulatory framework. The Centre regularly contacts each client to request forecasts for their planned
translation volumes and expenditure, and closely monitors clients’ budgetary forecasts and expenditure.
The Centre’s initial budget for 2013 (EUR 44.6 million) was subject to two amending budgets.
The first amending budget was adopted by the Management Board on 21 March 2013, for the following
reasons: at the end of 2012, the Centre had identified the location of its permanent seat. Negotiations
still being under way, it was not possible to estimate the move expenditure with sufficient accuracy to
include it in the initial budget. At the same time, the first amending budget was needed in order to have
the necessary funds for relocation. The Centre took the opportunity to update the budget with the latest
forecasts from its clients and to transfer one permanent post in the establishment plan to a temporary
post. The grant provided by the Government of Luxembourg to subsidise the Centre with EUR 242 250
per year was also introduced into the budget, among other adjustments.
The second amending budget was adopted by the Management Board on 3 August 2013. The main aim
of this budget was to introduce the accumulative surplus from the previous years of EUR 3 867 811 into
the current year’s budget, to include the revised forecasts received from clients, and to include the result
of the re-examination of all expenditure items. In addition, there have been three changes in the
Centre’s reserves, namely the ‘Reserve for exceptional investments’, ‘Reserve for disputed salary
increase’ and ‘Reserve for stability pricing’. The transfers made after the adoption of the second
amending budget were recorded in the final budget to reflect an up-to-date allocation of resources.
In total, 640 invoices were issued in 2013. Due to the fact that the Centre’s clients are other EU bodies,
revenue management carries a very low financial risk.
2.2 Budget expenditure
The Translation Centre applies a partly decentralised financial circuit model. The financial operations
are initiated in the operational departments by operational and financial initiators, and are verified
centrally by the Budgetary and Strategic Planning Section. All payments (8 140 in 2013) and
commitments (440 in 2013) are financially verified ex ante by this section. In case of errors detected by
the financial verifying agents, the files are sent back to the operational departments for correction before
approval by the Authorising Officer by delegation or sub-delegation.
The advantage of this partly decentralised financial circuit is that the Budgetary and Strategic Planning
Section guarantees to management that everything is in conformity from a financial point of view.
An ex-post quality check on a sample of operations under the budget line 3000 (‘External translation
services’) was also performed by the financial verifying agents.
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CHAPTER 3
RISK MANAGEMENT
The results of the risk management exercise carried out in the framework of the preparation of the draft
annual work programme for 2014 were used to update the Centre’s risk register. The main risks
included in the Centre’s risk register were as follows:
1. Fewer client requests than forecast in the field of document translation could lead to a decrease
in income and expenses.
2. More client requests than forecast in the field of document translation could make it difficult to
react promptly with an adequate capacity management and, ultimately, have an impact on
quality.
3. Client requests in the field of Community trade marks that were significantly below forecasts
could lead to a decrease in income and expenses.
4. Should e-CdT not be fit for purpose or be delayed, this may damage the Centre's image and/or
staff motivation, increase the cost of maintaining the previous platform and block the
modification of the current IT systems.
5. The building hosting the Centre and the server room do not comply with the safety rules and
regulations. This may create problems for the safety of staff members and the continuity of
operations.
6. A large decrease in income may jeopardise the Centre’s operations.
7. Any non-compliance with the time frame relating to the move to the Drosbach building due to
unplanned delays may create additional financial costs for the Centre.
8. Opportunities may be missed should the Centre’s service offer and business opportunities no
longer fully match client needs.
None of the risks identified was considered ‘critical’. For all the identified risks, a management response
was defined, together with the relating mitigating controls, where appropriate. The implementation of the
actions plan was monitored on a quarterly basis.
60% of the actions identified to reduce these risks had already been implemented by year-end.
The move to the Drosbach building was executed according to plan. Therefore risks 5 and 7 were no
longer relevant at the end of November 2013.
CHAPTER 4
INTERNAL CONTROL STANDARDS
4.1 Compliance with internal control standards
The time frame for becoming fully compliant with the Internal Control Standards – a key strategic action
– was postponed to 2015 as a consequence of the extension of the Centre’s current ‘Strategy
2012-2014: embracing the challenges’ to 2015.
On the basis of the methodology for assessing and reporting on the adequacy of the internal control
system, management assessed that the level of implementation for achieving compliance had not been
reached for ICS 11 ‘Document management’. The measures that needed to be implemented for the
Centre to become compliant were included in the work programmes for 2013, 2014 and 2015.
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The results of the implementation of the Internal Control Action Plan are detailed in Annex VI. Regarding
ICS 10, the Centre’s move to the Drosbach building requires considerable redrafting of the Business
Continuity Plan, which could not be done in 2013.
As regards ICS 7 ‘Operational structure’, the Centre, due to its size, cannot implement the mandatory
mobility. Two jobholders with sensitive functions had been in their posts for five years in 2013, but no
jobholders with sensitive functions had been in their posts for more than seven years. Therefore, the
Director considered that measures and controls were in place to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.
Finally, management considered that the Centre was fully compliant with all the remaining standards.
4.2 Effectiveness of internal control standards
In view of various constraints in 2013 such as the move to the Drosbach building, the progress achieved
in the implementation of several actions included in the Internal Control Action Plan was not as initially
foreseen. Management decided that all efforts should, as a priority, henceforth be focused on the
compliance with internal control standards, in order to achieve the target of 100% set for strategic
action II.D.4 'Further strengthen the Internal Control system by implementing the requirements relating
to the Internal Control Standards (ICS), to ensure full compliance'.
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
These additional activities are not included in the amended work programme for 2013, but are linked to
the Centre’s ‘Strategy 2012-2015: embracing the challenges’.
As set out in the Strategy, the Centre ‘develops close and long-lasting relationships with its clients and
delivers state-of-the-art products and services which address and meet clients’ needs’. It is this strong
client orientation that brought the Centre to offer an innovative service to the European Railway Agency
(ERA). In December 2013, it signed a Service Level Agreement with the European Railway Agency
(ERA) for the hosting of ERA’s IT equipment for business continuity at the new Data Centre that
the Centre implemented in mid-2013.
It is a well-known fact that a high percentage of the translation work performed by the Centre is done
through outsourcing. Calls for tenders are therefore essential. In 2013, the Centre finalised the calls for
tenders in the general field with the signature of an impressive total of 416 contracts. A specific call for
tenders was launched for EASA in the aviation field from English into 19 other official EU languages 8. In
view of the increasing demand for translations in the financial and banking field, in the latter part of the
year the Centre launched another specialised call for tenders (FIN13) from English into all official EU
languages, except Irish.
The Centre’s Communication Framework was updated to reflect the internal reorganisation of
1 July 2013. In addition, the document contains a new chapter dedicated to the Centre’s core values
with a link to the corporate reference vocabulary (EN/FR) which may be used by staff in their
communications. Likewise, it takes into account internal audit recommendations to include information
on compliance with copyright provisions. It also makes reference to the updated graphical charter of the
Centre as well as to the ‘communication pack’ to be used by staff for client and other visits.

Bulgarian, Czech, Danish, German, Greek, Spanish, Estonian, Finnish, French, Hungarian, Italian, Lithuanian, Latvian,
Maltese, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak and Swedish.
8
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PART III.
BUILDING BLOCKS TOWARDS THE DECLARATION OF ASSURANCE
CHAPTER 1
ASSESSMENT BY MANAGEMENT
The declaration of assurance, provided by the Authorising Officer, based on all information at her
disposal, is structured around four pillars or ‘building blocks’:
(1)
Assessment by management (controls and supervisory checks, monitoring reviews and
self-assessments).
(2)
Assurances and/or recommendations from independent monitoring and assessment sources
(data protection, results from audits and evaluations during the reporting year).
(3)
Follow-up of reservations and action plans resulting from audits from previous years, and
follow-up of observations from the Discharge Authority.
(4)
Management assurances.
Weaknesses leading to reservations relate to the reasonable assurance concerning the use of
resources, sound financial management or legality and regularity of underlying transactions. Such
weaknesses can be defined on the basis of quantitative or qualitative criteria.
The key financial and non-financial indicators on legality and regularity and sound financial management
(see Annex II) show no instances of inadequate/ineffective controls that exposed the Centre to the key
risks.
In 2013, a total of 9 exceptions were handled according to the procedure for recording of exceptions
(‘Register of exceptions’), adopted by management in 2011. Most exceptions referred to formal or
procedural errors which did not expose the Centre to key risks and which were addressed by immediate
actions in order to prevent any future reoccurrence.
After careful consideration of the results of controls and supervisory checks, monitoring reviews and
self-assessments, the management considered that the actions implemented to date gave reasonable
assurance as to the architecture of the internal control system and that this system was operating
correctly as a whole and could therefore be considered to be adequate.
The controls and supervisory checks provided no evidence of significant and/or repetitive errors in the
reporting by departments, the reporting on budget execution, reports by the Accounting Officer and
financial reports, reporting on delegations and related reporting, reporting on human resources,
reporting on security, information security, personal data protection and business continuity, reports on
translation quality and the report on ex-post financial control.
In the opinion of management, monitoring reviews show no instances of inadequate/ ineffective controls
that exposed the Centre to the key risks. Performance and effectiveness reviews on a quarterly basis,
twice-yearly reviews of the achievements of the work programme, and reporting on project management
on a monthly basis are key controls that have become increasingly embedded in the routine life of all
departments.
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CHAPTER 2
DATA PROTECTION
The Centre continued its efforts to comply with the provisions of Regulation 45/2001.
One of the major events was the visit from the European Data Protection Supervisor on the Centre’s
premises in July 2013 to verify the conformity of its video surveillance policy. The Centre is confident
that the final conclusions will be positive, taking into account the first feedback received.
The Centre also actively participated in the work of the interinstitutional network of data protection
officers.
CHAPTER 3
RESULTS FROM AUDITS AND EVALUATIONS DURING THE REPORTING YEAR
3.1 Audits – European Court of Auditors (ECA)
At the time of preparing this annual activity report, the Centre had not received an opinion on the annual
accounts 2013. In its report on the Centre’s annual accounts for the financial year 2012, the European
Court of Auditors expressed the following opinions:
•

Opinion on the reliability of the accounts: ‘In the Court’s opinion, the Translation Centre’s
Annual Accounts present fairly, in all material respects, its financial position as of
31 December 2012 and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended,
in accordance with the provisions of its Financial Regulation and the accounting rules adopted
by the Commission’s accounting officer.’

•

Opinion on the legality and the regularity of the transactions underlying the accounts: ‘In the
Court’s opinion, the transactions underlying the annual accounts of the Translation Centre for
the financial year ended 31 December 2012 are legal and regular in all material respects.’
3.2 Audits – Internal Audit Service (IAS)

The Centre has never received any critical recommendations from the Internal Audit Service (IAS) of the
European Commission.
The IAS did not perform any audit at the Centre in 2013. However, it conducted a risk assessment
exercise consisting of a review of the principal documents of the Centre as well as a series of interviews
with the Centre’s key staff. Based on the results of this exercise, the IAS prepared a Strategic Internal
Audit Plan 2014-2016 for the Centre. The plan was endorsed by the Management Board. The
prospective audit topics will cover the following areas: (a) Demand Management; (b) Demand execution
and delivery; (c) Procurement; and (d) IT Security and Related Data Management.
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3.3 Audits – Internal Audit Capability (IAC) (where applicable)
The Centre has no Internal Audit Capability.
3.4 External evaluation (where applicable)
No external evaluations were carried out in 2013.
CHAPTER 4
FOLLOW-UP OF RESERVATIONS AND ACTION PLANS RESULTING FROM
AUDITS FROM PREVIOUS YEARS
IAS
At the beginning of 2013, seven of the IAS recommendations remained open, including two ‘very
important’, three ‘important’ and two ‘desirable’.
These included five of the six recommendations resulting from the audit conducted by the IAS in 2012
on ‘Business Continuity Management’. One of the six had been closed by the Centre shortly after the
audit.
During the year, the Centre implemented actions to close two audit recommendations on the following
points: ‘Monitoring and quality of training courses’ and ‘Introduce the concept of Maximum Tolerable
Period of Disruption (MTPD) and ‘Recovery Time Objective (RTO)’.
The first of these two recommendations, which were considered ‘desirable’ by the IAS, was the subject
of a specific request by the Centre to close this recommendation. The arguments justifying this request
rested on the low inherent risks and the investment required for its implementation in the existing
computer system, in terms of relative efficiency.
The second recommendation was intended to ‘Introduce the concept of Maximum Tolerable Period of
Disruption (MTPD) and Recovery Time Objective (RTO)’. These concepts were introduced during the
review of the ‘Business Impact Analysis’ (BIA) during the first half of 2013 and were reflected in the
‘Business Continuity Plan Manual’, analysed and then approved by management.
The five recommendations that still remained to be addressed at the end of the year with, alongside, an
evaluation of the corresponding residual risks, are listed in the table in Annex VIII.
IAC
Of the 11 IAC audit recommendations remaining to be addressed at the beginning of 2013, six have
been closed. Details of the outstanding audit recommendations and the Director’s evaluation of the
impact of the risks are provided in the table in Annex IX.
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CHAPTER 5
FOLLOW-UP OF OBSERVATIONS FROM THE DISCHARGE AUTHORITY
This chapter presents a concise summary of the observations and comments of the Discharge Authority
of 17 April 2013 in respect of the implementation of the budget for 2011, and the measures taken by the
Centre.
Overall, the Discharge Authority issued two observations that required the Centre to take action. One
concerned ‘Data protection’ (state of play of the three notifications sent to the European Data Protection
Supervisor), and the other concerned the accounting system (state of play of the validation of the accounting
system). The observations were closed in 2012 and 2013, respectively, and the European Parliament was
informed.
With regard to the observations listed in the European Parliament resolution of 17 April 2013 on discharge in
respect of the implementation of the budget of the European Union agencies for the financial year 2011:
performance, financial management and control (2012/2214(DEC)), four observations and the more general
observations on the handling of conflicts of interest concerned the Centre. The list of the measures taken by
the Centre is presented in Annex XI. Only those observations requiring action by the Centre have been
included.

CHAPTER 6
ASSURANCE RECEIVED FROM OTHER AUTHORISING OFFICERS (AO) IN CASES
OF CROSSED SUB-DELEGATIONS
Not applicable.
CHAPTER 7
RESERVATIONS
In line with the quantitative and qualitative criteria established by the Translation Centre to define the
materiality criteria on which to base a decision to include a reservation in the annual Declaration of
Assurance in the context of annual activity reporting, the Authorising Officer of the Centre has not
issued any reservation.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
Based on all the facts presented in the previous sections, and in the light of the opinions expressed by
the Court of Auditors on the reliability of the accounts and on the legality and regularity of the
transactions underlying the accounts, it can be stated that the Translation Centre operates in an
environment where the risks are appropriately managed.
Furthermore, the control procedures put in place ensure the legality and regularity of the underlying
transactions; the resources assigned to the activities described in this report have been used for their
intended purpose and in accordance with the principles of sound financial management.
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PART IV.
DECLARATION OF ASSURANCE
I, the undersigned, Director a. i. of the Translation Centre,
In my capacity as Authorising Officer,
Declare that the information contained in this report gives a true and fair view.
State that I have reasonable assurance that the resources assigned to the activities described in this
report have been used for their intended purpose and in accordance with the principles of sound
financial management, and that the control procedures put in place give the necessary guarantees
concerning the legality and regularity of the underlying transactions.
This reasonable assurance is based on my own judgment and on the information at my disposal, such
as the results of the self-assessment, ex-post quality checks, the work of the internal audit capability,
the observations of the Internal Audit Service and the lessons learnt from the reports of the Court of
Auditors for years prior to the year of this declaration.
Confirm that I am not aware of anything not reported here which could harm the interests of the agency.
Luxembourg, 11 February 2014
(signed)
Marie-Anne Fernández
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C. Comparative breakdown of document translation volumes by target language (2013/2012)
2013

2012

Language
Ranking

Pages

%

Ranking

Pages

EN

1

55 457

18.79%

2

31 295

FR

2

36 574

12.39%

1

37 747

DE

3

22 811

7.73%

3

22 745

IT

4

14 987

5.08%

4

14 189

ES

5

14 831

5.02%

5

13 536

HR

6

10 915

3.70%

25

2 533

EL

7

8 817

2.99%

6

10 904

PL

8

8 504

2.88%

12

9 701

BG

9

8 189

2.77%

9

9 817

PT

10

8 142

2.76%

7

9 972

HU

11

7 894

2.67%

20

9 593

RO

12

7 860

2.66%

18

9 601

NL

13

7 792

2.64%

11

9 712

LT

14

7 754

2.63%

8

9 879

SK

15

7 740

2.62%

16

9 633

SL

16

7 719

2.61%

19

9 595

DA

17

7 658

2.59%

10

9 758

CS

18

7 633

2.59%

13

9 678

ET

19

7 615

2.58%

17

9 602

SV

20

7 594

2.57%

14

9 645

LV

21

7 578

2.57%

15

9 640

FI

22

7 572

2.57%

21

9 549

MT

23

7 087

2.40%

22

8 942

GA
Others (1)

24

1 700

0.58%

26

1 784

4 765

1.61%

9 971

295 188

100%

299 021

Total (2)
(1)
(2)
Key to abbreviations:

NO, IS, TR, MK, RU, AR, ZH, UK, SR, SQ, ID, KL, ME, JP, CA, EU, GL, HI, HY, HE, AZ, KO, FA, KA, LB
Volume of translation in pages (including pages translated for the Centre’s operation).
BG (Bulgarian), ES (Spanish), CS (Czech), DA (Danish), DE (German), ET (Estonian), EL (Greek), EN (English),
FR (French), GA (Irish), HR (Croatian), HU (Hungarian), IT (Italian), LV (Latvian), LT (Lithuanian), MT (Maltese),
NL (Dutch), PL (Polish), PT (Portuguese), RO (Romanian), SK (Slovak), SL (Slovene), FI (Finnish), SV (Swedish),
AR (Arabic), AZ (Azerbaijani), CA (Catalan), EU (Basque), FA (Farsi), GL (Galician), HE (Hebrew), HI (Hindi),
HY (Armenian), ID (Indonesian), IS (Icelandic), JP (Japanese), KA (Georgian), KL (Greenlandic), KO (Korean),
LB (Luxembourgish), ME (Montenegrin), MK (Macedonian), NO (Norwegian), RU (Russian), SQ (Albanese),
SR (Serbian), TR (Turkish), UK (Ukrainian), ZH (Mandarin Chinese).
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D. Statistics on translation deadlines
Client

Number of
documents
delivered

Number of
documents sent
within the deadline

Deadline
+
1-2 day(s)

Deadline
+
3-5 days

ACER

88

88

ARTEMIS JU

23

23

BEREC

96

96

CCE-EMPLOI

3 199

3 196

3

CDT/CDT-CA

1 254

1 186

17

Cedefop

160

160

CEPOL

99

99

CJEU

48

48

Council

126

126

CPVO

231

231

CSJU

49

49

304

304

EACI

36

35

EAHC

70

70

EASA

722

669

EASO

341

341

EBA

347

346

ECA

41

41

ECB

25

25

ECDC

128

128

ECHA

4 029

3 904

8

8

EDPS

922

921

EEA

334

334

EFCA

96

96

EFSA

443

443

4

4

EIGE

173

173

EIOPA

559

557

56

56

EACEA

EDA

EIB

EIT
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Deadline
+
1 week

30

21

1

53

1

103

22

1

2
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Number of
documents
delivered

Client

Number of
documents sent
within the deadline

Deadline
+
1-2 day(s)

Deadline
+
3-5 days

10 389

10 377

167

167

EMSA

56

56

ENIAC JU

23

23

ENISA

108

108

ERA

273

273

ERC

9

9

ESMA

643

642

1

ETF

201

199

2

23

23

EU-OSHA

1 086

1 084

2

Eurofound

1 257

1 255

1

Eurojust

44

44

Europol

279

278

F4E

59

59

FCH JU

25

25

775

771

Frontex

90

89

GSA

24

24

IMI JU

68

67

1

10 949*

10 734

70

773

773

REA

34

34

SJU

89

87

274

274

Total

41 729

41 232

%

100%

98.8%

EMA
EMCDDA

eu-LISA

FRA

OHIM
Ombudsman

TEN-T EA

11

Deadline
+
1 week
1

1

1

4
1

12

133

274

68

155

0.6%

0.2%

0.4%

2

* The figure does not include Community trade marks, which are always sent within the contractual deadline.
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ANNEX II – STATISTICS ON FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
A. Initial and amending budgets
Title

Heading
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
10

Final budget
2013

Revenue
Payments from agencies, bodies, offices and
institutions
Subsidy from the Commission
Interinstitutional cooperation*
Other revenue
Surplus carried over from the previous
financial year
Grand total
Expenditure
Staff
Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous
operating expenditure
Operational expenditure
Reserves
Grand total

Amending
budget
2

Amending
budget
1

Initial budget
2013

43 526 700

1 270 700

649 200

41 606 800

0
2 766 800
443 250

0
39 200
50 000

0
0
243 250

0
2 727 600
150 000

5 456 917

4 070 917

1 250 000

136 000

52 193 667

5 430 817

2 142 450

44 620 400

24 476 800

-463 700

30 000

24 910 500

7 076 800

96 200

1 696 000

5 284 600

15 436 000
5 204 067
52 193 667

1 564 000
4 234 317
5 430 817

207 000
209 450
2 142 450

13 665 000
760 300
44 620 400

* Interinstitutional cooperation, as defined in Title 3 of the budget revenue, includes all translation services provided to
EU institutions and the maintenance and technical support for the interinstitutional IATE database.

B. Budget revenue
Budget revenue by budget line
Budget line

Agency / body / office / institution

Revenue 2013

Change
in EUR

Revenue 2012

in EUR
% change

1000

EEA

310 685

312 168

-1 483

0%

1001

ETF

276 125

298 083

-21 958

-7%

1002

EMCDDA

230 802

711 588

-480 786

-68%

3 823 962

2 955 437

868 525

29%

558 344

853 311

-294 967

-35%

8 322 618

3 402 493

4 920 125

145%

18 726 809

19 206 961

-480 152

-2%

CPVO

105 669

49 443

56 226

114%

1003

EMA

1004

EU-OSHA

1005

OHIM

1006

OHIM trade marks and designs

1007
1008

Europol

142 276

759 331

-617 055

-81%

1009

Eurofound

694 507

733 520

-39 013

-5%

1010

Cedefop

119 761

73 839

45 922

62%

1012

FRA

1 026 498

618 773

407 725

66%

1014

EIB

17 969

582

17 387

2987%

1015

EFSA

366 108

396 561

-30 453

-8%

1016

Eurojust

166 446

0

166 446

N/A

1017

(EMSA

78 548

157 072

-78 524

-50%

1018

EASA

1 145 500

2 092 183

-946 683

-45%

1019

ERA

932 565

595 923

336 642

56%
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Budget line

Agency / body / office / institution

1020

ENISA

1021

Revenue 2013

Change
in EUR

Revenue 2012

% change

99 647

50 761

48 886

96%

ECDC

57 514

162 150

-104 636

-65%

1022

Frontex

390 081

404 644

-14 563

-4%

1023

EACEA

408 288

558 223

-149 935

-27%

1024

EACI

22 720

15 167

7 553

50%

1025

CEPOL

116 121

210 003

-93 882

-45%

1026

EAHC

139 995

56 686

83 309

147%

7 556

-4 695

-62%

1027

GSA

2 861

1028

EDA

9 094

9 009

85

1%

1029

ECHA

3 048 557

4 456 193

-1 407 636

-32%

1030

EFCA

168 107

111 682

56 425

51%

1031

F4E
EUSC

93 193

3 730

89 463

2398%

1032

0

0

0

N/A

1033

TEN-T EA

49 465

18 240

31 225

171%

1034

EIT

15 479

7 469

8 010

107%

1035

ERC

10 203

5 576

4 627

83%

1036

REA

8 632

3 686

4 946

134%

1037

CSJU

30 005

0

30 005

N/A

1038

EIGE

189 768

299 720

-109 952

-37%

1039

SJU

20 477

6 402

14 075

220%

1040

EDPS

589 610

950 448

-360 838

-38%

1041

ARTEMIS JU

4 462

4 074

388

10%

1042

IMI

34 445

5 025

29 420

585%

0

14 849

N/A

1044

FCH JU
ENIAC JU

14 849
14 453

0

14 453

N/A

1045

EASO

1 398 136

194 223

1 203 913

620%

1046

ACER

9 027

16 356

-7 329

-45%

1047

1043

ESMA

667 806

266 777

401 029

150%

1048

EBA

535 521

194 139

341 382

176%

1049

EIOPA

1 226 365

69 294

1 157 071

1670%

1050

BEREC

119 508

14 386

105 122

731%

1051

eu-LISA

50 822

0

50 822

N/A

3000

European Commission
Management of interinstitutional projects
– all institutions covered by the IATE
contract

1 681 175

1 603 668

77 507

5%

588 422

722 565

-134 143

-19%

3002
3003
3004
3005
3006
3007
3008

0

0

0

N/A

Council of the European Union

244 069

8 744

235 325

2691%

European Court of Auditors
Committee of the Regions of the
European Union
European Economic and Social
Committee

14 149

23 938

-9 789

-41%

0

4 047

-4 047

-100%

0

0

0

N/A

Court of Justice of the European Union

83 424

517 363

-433 939

-84%

European Parliament
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Budget line

Agency / body / office / institution

Revenue 2013

Change
in EUR

Revenue 2012

% change

3010

European Central Bank

22 038

16 457

5 581

34%

3011

European Ombudsman

508 887

503 712

5 175

1%

4000

Bank interest

228 929

472 841

-243 912

-52%

6 085

3 081

3 004

98%

243 250

0

243 250

N/A

50 210 831

45 195 298

5 015 533

11%

4010
4020

Miscellaneous repayments
Grant from the Luxembourg Government
Total revenue
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C. Budget expenditure
Execution of commitment appropriations

Chapter

Heading

11
13
14
16
17
TITLE 1

Staff in active employment
Missions and duty travel
Socio-medical infrastructure
Welfare service
Entertainment and representation
STAFF
Rental of buildings and associated
costs
Information technology
Movable property and associated
costs
Operating expenditure
Postage and telecommunications
Expenditure on formal and other
meetings
Expenditure on Management
Board meetings
Information: acquisition, archiving,
production and dissemination
BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT AND
SUNDRY OPERATING
EXPENDITURE
External translation services
Interinstitutional cooperation
OPERATIONAL EXPENDITURE
RESERVES
TOTAL BUDGET

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
TITLE 2
30
31
TITLE 3
TITLE 10

in EUR
Expenditure 2013
(commitment
execution)

Expenditure 2012
(commitment
execution)

21 955 022
98 277
404 133
132 000
1 000
22 590 432

22 411 687
105 000
435 468
142 900
2 500
23 097 555

-456 665
-6 723
-31 335
-10 900
-1 500
-507 123

-2%
-6%
-7%
-8%
-60%
-2%

2 581 647

1 815 246

766 401

42%

2 869 432

2 217 235

652 197

29%

189 424

61 217

128 207

209%

272 100
181 743

184 345
199 637

87 755
-17 894

48%
-9%

2 427

5 625

-3 198

-57%

60 560

94 495

-33 935

-36%

0

0

0

N/A

6 157 333

4 577 800

1 579 533

35%

14 194 068
621 729
14 815 797
0
43 563 562

13 932 944
625 989
14 558 933
0
42 234 287

261 124
-4 260
256 864
0
1 329 275

2%
-1%
2%
N/A
3%

Change in
EUR

% change

Change in budgetary implementation (excluding Title 10)
Description
Budget (excluding Title 10)
Commitments entered into
Appropriations cancelled
Payments made
Appropriations carried over

2013
46 989 600
43 563 562
3 426 038
40 542 361
3 021 201

Implementation
2013
N/A
93%
7%
93%
7%
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2012
45 195 175
42 234 287
2 960 888
38 106 363
4 127 424

Implementation
2012
N/A
93%
7%
90%
10%

in EUR
% change
4%
3%
16%
6%
-27%
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ANNEX IV – ESTABLISHMENT PLAN OF THE TRANSLATION CENTRE
Function
groups and
grades

Filled on 31.12.2013

Authorised under the budget

Permanent posts

Temporary staff

Permanent posts

Temporary staff

AD 16

0

0

0

0

AD 15

0

0

0

1

AD 14

1

0

1

0

AD 13

0

0

0

0

AD 12

4

3

8

3

AD 11

9

8

9

9

AD 10

9

6

10

5

AD 9

1

7

2

10

AD 8

6

4

4

8

AD 7

6

20

7

23

AD 6

5

13

4

17

AD 5

2

26

0

17

43

87

45

93

AST 11

0

0

0

0

AST 10

0

0

0

0

AST 9

0

1

0

1

AST 8

5

0

5

0

AST 7

2

3

2

3

AST 6

2

2

2

2

AST 5

2

6

2

9

AST 4

2

12

3

12

AST 3

1

18

2

18

AST 2

0

4

0

6

AST 1

0

3

0

1

Subtotal AST

14

49

16

52

TOTAL

57

136

61

145

Subtotal AD

TOTAL STAFF

193
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ANNEX V – HUMAN AND FINANCIAL RESOURCES BY ACTIVITY
A. Human and financial resources forecast for 2013 (included in the amended work programme for 2013)
Activities
Core operational activity:
translation
Support activities
External outreach activities
Management and supervision
activities
Provisions
Overall total

Total
(%)
65.0%

Human resources (*)(**)
Total
Officials
TA

CA

Title 1

Title 2

Financial resources (**)
Title 3
Total budget

146.3

31.2

99.6

15.5

16 458 511

4 513 165

14 801 000

35 772 676

Budget
(%)
68.5%

25.8%
2.3%
6.9%

57.9
5.2
15.6

15.6
2.4
11.8

38.8
2.8
3.8

3.5
0
0

4 766 120
714 603
2 537 566

1 780 556
169 636
613 443

0
635 000
0

6 546 676
1 519 239
3 151 009

12.6%
2.9%
6.0%

100.0%

225

61

145

19

24 476 800

7 076 800

15 436 000

5 204 067
52 193 667

10.0%
100.0%

Title 1

Title 2

(*) Expressed in full-time equivalents (FTE).
(**) Rounded-up figures.

B. Human and financial resources used in 2013 to achieve the objectives set
Activities
Core operational activity:
translation
Support activities
External outreach activities
Management and supervision
activities
Overall total

Total
(%)
67.4%

Human resources (*)(**)
Total
Officials
TA

CA

Financial resources (**)
Title 3
Total budget

143.3

31.2

95.6

16.5

15 682 346

4 109 967

14 194 068

33 986 382

Budget
(%)
78.0%

24.0%
2.4%
6.2%

51.0
5.0
13.2

13.2
2.4
10.2

34.8
2.6
3.0

3.0
0
0

4 210 139
635 744
2 062 203

1 462 550
143 964
440 852

0
621 729
0

5 672 689
1 401 437
2 503 054

13.0%
3.2%
5.8%

100.0%

212.5

57.0

136.0

19.5

22 590 432

6 157 333

14 815 797

43 563 562

100.0%

(*) Expressed in full-time equivalents (FTE).
(**) Rounded-up figures.
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ANNEX VI – IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACTION PLAN FOR INTERNAL CONTROL 2013
ICS

#

Action plan

In charge

Deadline
in 2013
Q1,Q3
and Q4

5

1

To involve middle management in the drafting of annual
work programmes (bottom-up and top-down).

All HoDs 1

7

2

To define a timetable setting out the deadlines by which
projects have to be prioritised for the annual work
programme – and respect it.

ITSC 2

Q1

8

3

To review the description of controls, in particular
regarding data protection, training and recruitment, by
documenting the processes included in the process
model.
To document and publish IT procedures relating to
system acquisition, outsourcing and programming.
To formalise IT policies and procedures to control the
activities of consultants and other contract personnel.
To maintain updated operational manuals and provide
technical training materials that are required to transfer
the knowledge necessary for successful system
operation and use (at least for the main applications in
use).
To define responsibilities and establish the IT quality
assurance function, as evidenced by the inclusion of this
responsibility in the duly signed job description of the
person in charge.
To present at a dedicated meeting with heads of section
the procedure for filing exceptions and non-compliance
events.
To deliver a report by the Facilities and Security Group
(FSG) to top management on the status of Continuity of
Service (Business-As-Usual) twice a year.
To include in the reports a section on an assessment
whether the Business Continuity Plan (BCP) is easily
understandable and readily accessible when needed.
To update the BCP procedures in relation to the move to
Drosbach.
To provide mandatory BCP training to all staff members
every year.
To deliver a report on the testing of connections with
other institutions.
To carry out a major test of the BCP.

All HoDs

Q3

Head of IT

Q4

Head of IT

Q4

All HoDs

Q2

Head of
Administration

Q4

All HoDs

Q3

Head of FSG

Q2

Head of IT

Q4

Head of
Administration
Director’s
Assistant

Q4

4 (◊)

5 (◊)

6
10 (*)

7 (◊)

8 (*)
9 (◊)
10 (◊)
11 (◊)
11 (*)

12

To define the implementing rules for the CdT’s
provisions laying down the principles for document
management.

12

13 (◊)

To publish and explain a procedure on copyright
provisions.
To document and publish IT procedures relating to
intellectual property.
To publish an update of the communication framework
compliant with the requirement on copyright provisions.
To develop and communicate clarifications on three
selected internal control standards (ICS).
To publish an Information Systems Security Policy.

LTS 3

Q3

Head of IT

Q4

ER&C 4

Q1

ICC 5
Head of IT

Q2,
Q4
Q1

To organise regular training for all staff in order to create
awareness of the Information Systems Security Policy
and its implementing processes and procedures.

Head of IT

Q2

14 (◊)
15 (◊)
16 (◊)
17 (◊)
18 (◊)

Impact of the risks, and achievement
Low – The risk of not involving middlemanagement in the drafting of the work
programmes is that objectives would not be
sufficiently understood and supported. Bottomup and top-down communication between all
levels of management was achieved in 2013.
Low – The Centre set a process for its IT
Steering Committee by which all projects are
reviewed and prioritised on a monthly basis.
The project priorities are thus always set for the
drafting of the annual work programme.
Low/Medium – Due to the limited availability of
resources, this action was not achieved in
2013.
Low/Medium – The following procedures were
adopted by the IT Steering Committee:
non-technical policies (intellectual property,
system
acquisition,
outsourcing
and
programming, control of external consultants).
However, the updated operational manuals
could not be maintained due to the Centre’s
move and the setting up of the new Data
Centre.
Low – The Centre established an IT quality
assurance function.
Low/Medium – The awareness for filing
exceptions and non-compliance events needs
to be enhanced.
Medium/High – Many documents pertaining to
the Business Continuity Management became
obsolete due to the Centre’s move and the
setting up of the new Data Centre. The
identification of critical business processes on
the basis of clear criteria is planned for
Q1/2014. Data received from stakeholders
should be analysed by Q3/2014. Business
continuity plans at operational level should be
established for Q4/2014 and reviewed for
consistency.

Q3

Q3,

Low/Medium – One decision regarding
electronic documents was adopted at the end of
2013; however, the implementing rules remain
to be defined.
Low – The
copyright
provisions
were
implemented.
Low – IT procedures relating to intellectual
property were drafted.
Low – Copyright provisions were implemented
in the communication framework.
Low/Medium – Clarifications were circulated.
Low – The IT Steering Committee adopted the
security policy (data protection, access control).
Low/Medium – Regular training for all staff
needs to be organised.

HoDs = Heads of department
ITSC = IT Steering Committee
3 LTS = Language and Technology Support Section
4 ER&C = External Relations and Communication Section
5 ICC = Internal Control Coordinator
1
2
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ICS

#

Action plan

In charge

19 (◊)

To document the procedures on access controls,
IT operations, data controls and ownership, data
retention periods and protection, data backups, data
access and archiving, privacy and end-user computing
(applications developed directly by final users).
To document rules and testing standards.

Head of IT

Deadline
in 2013
Q3

20 (◊)

To update the data model that was defined by the
Centre.
To classify information using an agreed classification
scheme.
To assure the accuracy of the information architecture
and data model.
To establish and monitor objectives for information
quality.
To assign clear data ownership to allow the
development of new functionalities and implement
related access management.

Head of IT

Q4

ITSC

Q3

22

To document the accounting processes, procedures and
controls, including the interfaces with all relevant
processes.

Accounting
Officer

Q2

23

To validate the Centre’s accounting system.

Accounting
Officer

Q2

14

24

To carry out an external evaluation of the Centre.

DIR

Q3

15

25

To amend the list of key controls in order to review its
completeness and update it, as necessary, in 2013.
To amend the questionnaires on compliance and
effectiveness.
To submit a draft amendment of the ‘Decision on
Internal Control Standards at the Translation Centre’ to
the Management Board for approval.

All HoDs (with
ICC)
ICC/DIR

Q2

Director’s
Office

Q4

21 (◊)

13

26
27

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

Q2

Impact of the risks, and achievement
Low/Medium – The following procedures were
adopted by the IT Steering Committee:
security policy (data protection, access control);
non-technical policies (intellectual property,
system
acquisition,
outsourcing
and
programming, control of external consultants);
data-related policies (data ownership, data
controls data retention and protection, data
backups); technical policies (IT operations,
testing standards).
Low/Medium – The following procedures were
adopted by the IT Steering Committee:
IT document classification. The data model has
been reviewed in order to integrate it into the eCdT programme. The preparation of the data
dictionary is in progress.
Low – Clear data ownership was assigned for
information relating to the core processes. The
management of the related access rights was
finalised.
Low – Following the implementation of ABAC,
the new Accrual Based Accounting system, the
description of the controls in all the business
processes and procedures that provide
information with financial impact and ABAC’s
interfaces with all relevant business processes
were achieved as planned for the first half of
2013.
Low – The accounting system was validated by
the Accounting Officer in 2013. The validation
did
not
cover
the
validation
of
ABAC applications
developed
by
the
Commission, but only ABAC interfaces with
other applications used or developed by the
Centre. The main emphasis was focused on the
integrity of data transferred between different
applications and ABAC.
Low – As regards ICS 14 ‘Evaluation of
activities’, systematic evaluations are not
foreseen by the Centre’s founding regulation,
and the Centre’s activities were therefore not
evaluated in 2013. This action is pending until
the adoption of an amendment to the founding
regulation.
Low/Medium – This action was not achieved in
2013.
Low – The questionnaires on compliance and
effectiveness were amended.
Low – In October 2013, the Management
Board approved an amended ‘Decision on
Internal Control Standards for the Translation
Centre’.
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ANNEX VII – KEY INDICATORS
BUSINESS
Indicator name

Result 2013

Result 2012

Result 2011

Number of pages of documents translated,
modified and revised and sent to clients

295 188

299 026

278 928

Number of pages of Community trade marks
translated, modified, revised and sent to clients

509 798

435 981

433 885

Number of ‘term list’ entries

349 823

105 220

47 210

Variance analysis/comments

As of 2013, Community designs are
invoiced in terms, no longer in pages.
A large increase in the number of terms
translated in 2013 due to a big project
on WIPO 6 terms completed for OHIM in
May 2013.
The Community designs amounted to
18 970 terms.

Rate of on-time delivery to clients

98.8%

99.2%

98.5%

CSF return rate

4.7%

5.6%

3.9%

Regular client satisfaction index (positive CSFs
plus 'no feedback')

99.6%

99.3%

99.6%

Rate of return of negative CSFs/document
delivered (not satisfied at all)

0.4%

0.7%

0.3%

% of clients met/year

25.9%

34.5%

34.6%

11

9

7

Result 2013

Result 2012

Result 2011

+12.5%

14.6%

-16.6%

+14.8%

8.2%

-13.4%

40.2%

40.9%

40.8%

63.8%

59.8%

62.3%

+9.6%

4.9%

-14.2%

Number of ICTI projects with CdT participation

FINANCIAL

Indicator name

A. Planning
Variation in number of invoiced pages / initial
forecast
Variation in cumulated invoiced revenue / initial
annual forecast revenue
Ratio of trade marks / total pages invoiced
(revenue)
Ratio of cumulated trade marks and design /
cumulated total pages invoiced (volume)
Change in number of invoiced pages per client
between years n and n-1

B. Budget – Commitment execution

6

92.7%

93.4%

96.5%

Variance analysis/comments

The performance decreased due to a
lower execution in Title 3 (‘External
translation services’) and Chapter 21
(‘IT hardware, software, services, etc.’).
The execution in Title 1 was the same
as in 2012 (92.2%) although
appropriations for the disputed salary
adjustments were set aside in a reserve
in 2013. The main reasons for the low
execution in Title 1 are: the reduction in
the pension contribution from 2012 and
onwards, and a lower fulfilment of the
staff plan than planned.

WIPO: World Intellectual Property Organization
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Indicator name

Result 2013

Result 2012

Result 2011

Staff devoted to each ex-ante control

2

2

2

Financial verifying agents

2

2

2

440

378

368

% of commitment verified ex ante

100%

96%

100%

Number of payment orders issued

8140

8691

7007

% of payment orders verified ex ante

100%

100%

100%

Variance analysis/comments

C. Input (resources devoted to ex-ante controls
to ensure legality and regularity of underlying
transactions)

D. Output( level and nature of controls carried
out)
Number of commitment issued

Number of recovery orders issued
% of recovery orders verified ex ante

644

590

506

100%

100%

100%

Since 2013, the Centre issues separate
recovery orders depending on the year
in which the client requested the
language service.

E. Results of controls (what the controls
allowed the Centre to discover/remedy)
% of technical errors in commitments corrected
before authorisation

16.8%

16.2%

4.1%

% of technical errors in payments corrected
before authorisation

1.2%

1.4%

1.4%

% of technical errors in recovery
orders corrected before authorisation

Number of exceptions

16.2%

6.3%

2.4%

9

10

6

The higher error rate in 2013 is due to
the fact that the encoding of
commitments changed following the
new financial regulation. Errors relating
to these changes were made in the first
quarter of the year.

The higher error rate in 2013 is due to
encoding errors at the beginning of the
year. Two encoding errors, which did
not have a financial impact on the
Centre’s clients, or on the Centre, were
duplicated on several recovery orders.
Excluding these duplicates, the error
rate is 6.5%.

F- Ex-post controls

Payment orders verified

398

767

24

Errors detected

10

8

0

Order forms checked

239

227

27

3

0

0

Order forms with errors detected

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

The number of payment orders verified
ex post was lower than in 2012
because of the reduction in the total
number of payment orders for external
translation services. Several payment
requests (and invoices) can now be
included in one payment order to
facilitate the handling of the payment.
The errors detected did not have a
financial impact on the Centre (user
references and dates not correctly
registered, existing supporting
documents not included in the payment
files). Since the number of payment
orders has been reduced, the error rate
for payment orders has increased, but
the error rate for payment
requests/invoices is fairly stable.
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Indicator name

Result 2013

Result 2012

Result 2011

59

65

83

97

48

43

Average payment of CdT invoices

33 days

N/A

N/A

Average payment time to suppliers

24 days

27 days

N/A

G. Payments:
Late payments to suppliers
Late payments by clients of CdT invoices

OTHER

Indicator name

Result 2013

Result 2012

Result 2011

Staff turnover

5.8%

6.4%

6%

Gap between needs and skills: % of skills met

1.5%

5.1%

8.8%

Core skills possessed by at least two people in
each section/group

63.4%

59.9%

85.8%

Average number of training days

5.2

6.2

7.9

Availability of major applications

99.9%

99.9%

99.9%

Number of cases received by the Ombudsman in
the year

2

2

0

Number of proceedings initiated by contractors or
unsuccessful economic providers against the
Translation Centre before the Court of Justice per
year

0

0

0

0

0

0

0/0

0/1

0/0

Cases referred to the European Anti-Fraud Office
(OLAF) during the year
Number of cases examined by the Joint
Promotion / Reclassification Authority and the
Joint Evaluation Authority

% implementation of the Centre's work
programme for 2013

86.4%

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

67.1%

N/A

Variance analysis/comments

Variance analysis/comments

At the end of the year, both cases were
closed.

In 2013, the Centre used a new
methodology for evaluating the
implementation of the annual Activity
Report. The four activities were
weighed as follows:
core operational activity – translation
(65%), support activities (25%),
external outreach activities (3%) and
management and supervision activities
(7%).
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ANNEX VIII – IAS AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS
Audit title

Recommendation

Importance

Revenues
budgeting and
management

No 1 – Develop and
implement a new budget
planning and follow-up tool.

Important

Business
Continuity
Management

No 1 – Establish clear
criteria for the identification
of the critical business
processes and identify the
critical processes

Very
important

Business
Continuity
Management

No 2 – Establish business
continuity plans at
operational level

Very
important

Business
Continuity
Management

No 5 – Review the BC
documents for consistency

Important

Business
Continuity
Management

No 6 – Analyse the data
received from the
stakeholders

Desirable

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

Impact of the risks
Low – The impact of the recommendation was
considered to be low by the Director in view of the
fact that the controls had been tightened up to
reduce the risk of any manual errors.
The Centre decided to acquire a package tool on
the market. The SAP® tool was acquired in
Q3 2013 and customisation began. As a result of
requirements of the new financial regulation, the
project’s scope was enlarged to cover multiannual
planning and budgeting. The tool will be
implemented in Q2 2014.
Low – The impact of the recommendation was
evaluated as low. The critical risk processes had
already been identified by the Centre. The
observation will be fully addressed in 2014 as part
of the revision of the Business Continuity Plan
(BCP).
Medium – The impact of the recommendation
was evaluated as medium. As a result of the
Centre’s move to the new premises, the BCP has
to be fully revised in 2014. Therefore,
management decided to address the
recommendation only after the move to the new
premises and update the BCP at central level.
Completion of the BCP at operational level is
therefore foreseen in 2015.
Very low – The impact of the recommendation
was evaluated as very low by the Director as
there is a very low practical impact on the
implementation of the BCP. As the BCP would be
fully reviewed after the move to the new
premises, management decided to address the
recommendation only in 2014 as part of the
BCP review.
Medium – The impact of the recommendation
was evaluated as medium. Data received from
stakeholders were not analysed by the Centre by
risk and importance, but merely listed in the
context of the Business Impact Analysis. The risk
relating to the observation is that the survey’s
results could be considered to be legally binding
by the stakeholders. As part of the BCP review
relating to the move to the new premises, it is
foreseen to relaunch the survey among
stakeholders, taking into consideration the
amended BCP. Implementation of the
recommendation is foreseen in 2014.
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ANNEX IX – IAC AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS
Audit title

Recommendation

Importance

Procurement

No 11 – Contract monitoring

Important

IT Organisation
and Planning

No 9 – Data Model

Important

Translation
Quality
Management

No 10 – Revision of documents
in non-EU languages

Important

Translation
Quality
Management

No 14 – IT implementations

Important

Translation
Quality
Management

No 15 – Procedures
documentation

Important

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

Impact of the risks
Low – An ad hoc ‘anti-chopping-up’
mechanism was already put in place for the
main budget lines. An automated monitoring
system still needs to be developed and the
procedure formalised. In the meantime the
verifying officers’ attention has been drawn to
detecting possible cases. The risk is assessed
as low.
Low/Medium – The data model has been
reviewed in order to integrate it into the
e-CdT programme. The preparation of a data
dictionary is in progress.
Low – Considering the low number and the
financial amount of requests managed in nonEU languages, the risk and priority are
considered to be low. The issue is under
discussion at interinstitutional level.
Low – The only outstanding action relates to a
low priority IT development. The existing core
business application, Flosys, will not be
developed any further. The development
identified relates to the new functionalities of
the e-CdT programme.
Low – The number of processes and
procedures still to be updated or documented
is limited. The review is still ongoing. Final
implementation of the recommendation has
been postponed to 2014.
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ANNEX X – PROCUREMENT
Contract
Signature

Designation
AO AIR13 Translation/revision services in the aviation field
from EN into BG, CS, DA, DE, EL, ES, ET, FI, FR, HU, IT, LT,
LV, MT, PL, PT, RO, SK and SV

Launched
Q 2 2014

TRANSLATION

Postponed to 2014

AO LEG13 Translation/revision services in the legal field from
all languages (except GA) into EN
AO Translation/revision services for Russian and Arabic

Results

Q 2 2014

AO TRADEMARKS All EU languages (except GA) into HR

01/07/2013

AO (OIL) transport of interinstitutional mail

01/04/2013

AO(PMO) Travel agency services

01/04/2014

Postponed to 2014
Done
Done

Done
Launched

AO Assistance/insurance for staff on mission
AO I3BIS/2012/OIL (OIL) Resupply of first-aid panels

30/07/2013

Done
Launched

ADMINISTRATION

AO (OIL) Security checks

Q 1 2014

AO Office Furniture

Q 2 2014

Launched

AO(OIL) Uniforms and shoes
AO Purchase of high-quality recycled paper A4 format for
photocopiers with decentralised delivery

Q 4 2014

Launch planned for Q1 2014

Q 1 2014

Launched
Done

01/13/GSI Video surveillance and access control

25/07/2013

02/13/GSI Tambour door cabinets

26/07/2013

Done

AO Regulatory monitoring

Q 1 2014

Launched

AO 01/2013/OIL Provision of legal assistance on issues linked
to building by a law firm

Q 1 2014

AO 04/2013/OIL Supply of electrical energy

17/12/2013

AO Long-term rental of service cars

01/04/2013

COMPUTER

of

Advice

benchmarking

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

Done
Done
Launch planned for Q1 2014

AO ITS13 : Purchase of computer services
AO ABC III Provision
consultancy services

Launched

and

12/11/2013

Launched
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ANNEX XI – FOLLOW UP OF THE OBSERVATION FROM THE DISCHARGE AUTHORITY
Reference
11

13

Observations of the Discharge Authority
Data protection
Takes note, that in 2011, in order to increase the independence of the function, the
Centre appointed a new Data Protection Officer; notes that the number of prior check
notifications made to the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) in 2011 was
four, namely video surveillance, the disciplinary procedure, anti-harassment policy
and certification procedure; notes, moreover, that for video surveillance, the case
was closed with a favourable opinion, for the disciplinary and anti-harassment
procedures, complementary information was sent to the EDPS at his request and for
certification, the EDPS feedback is still pending; calls on the Centre to keep the
discharge authority informed about the state of play of the notifications.
Accounting System
Acknowledges that in May 2012, accrual-based accounting, the accounting system
used by the Commission for budgetary accounting, has been implemented in the
Centre and that the Accountant will finalise the validation of accounting system in the
first quarter of 2013; calls on the Centre to inform the discharge authority of the state
of play of the validation of the accounting system.

Response and measures taken by the Centre
In 2012 the Translation Centre implemented the EDPS’s recommendations in the processing
operations concerning disciplinary procedures and administrative inquiries, the
anti-harassment procedure and the certification procedure.

The Accounting Officer finalised the validation of the accounting system in 2013; the final text
was sent to the Court of Auditors and the Commission’s Internal Audit Service (IAS).

2011 discharge: performance, financial management and control of EU agencies
Reference
22

2011 discharge: performance, financial management and control of EU
agencies
Budgetary and financial management
Demands that all agencies and joint undertakings systematically annex a
standardised template regarding the publication of their final annual accounts
which includes the data presented in their reports on the implementation of the
budget and in their reports on the budgetary and financial management;
recommends that all agencies and joint undertakings provide this information in a
comprehensive, friendly accessible and transparent manner (e.g. Excel files
and/or CSV files), in order to ease the comparison between their budgetary
executions, and thus enabling the Parliament and the public to comprehensively
compare their expenses;

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

Response and measures taken by the Centre
A standardised template for the presentation of the budget implementation, budgetary
and financial management has not been adopted by the Network of Agencies. Once the
structure of the report has been agreed, the Centre is ready to provide the information in
standardised format in addition to the existing reports.
The existing report on the Centre’s budget implementation strictly follows the structure of
the voted budget; therefore, any standardisation of the existing reporting would generate
incoherence between the voted budget and the Centre’s budget implementation.
The report on the Centre’s budgetary and financial management is adapted to the
Centre’s activities. There is room for standardisation of some existing reports across the
agencies; however, standardisation should not lead to the loss of any precision relating to
the activities that are specific to the Centre.
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28

30-39
46
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Human resources and recruitment policy
Calls on all agencies to inform the discharge authority of the number of days of The Centre carefully monitors all compensation requests. Nevertheless, the system of
leave authorised to each grade under the flexitime and compensatory leave absence management in place in 2011 could only provide an overall figure regarding the
number of days of compensation taken by its staff. The total number of days in 2011 was
schemes annually annexed to their annual activity reports;
381.
It has to be underlined, that the compensation policy has been reviewed in line with a
cost reduction plan. Currently, compensation may only be granted under exceptional
circumstances; As a result, in 2012 only 122 days were granted. The Centre is preparing
a special report that will provide more detailed information.
Conflicts of interest and transparency
End of 2013, the European Commission has finalised the ‘Guidelines on the prevention
and management of conflicts of interest in EU decentralised agencies’ in cooperation with
the Network of EU Agencies. The Translation Centre will analyse the document and
update its guidelines, if necessary.
Human resources and recruitment policy
Reiterates the fact that a high level of transparency is a key element to mitigate The Centre is compliant with the recommendation regarding the publication of the list of
risks of conflict of interest; calls therefore on the agencies that have not yet done Management Board members and the management staff on its website. Regarding
so to make available on their websites the list of their management boards’ external and in-house experts, the Centre would like to stress that it does not have
members, management staff and external and in-house experts, together with recourse to that type of staff. Only structural service providers in the area of information
their respective declarations of interests and curriculum vitae;
technology are contracted on the Centre’s premises.
Accountability
Asks the agencies to publish the minutes of their management board meetings The Centre will present a draft decision on this matter to its Management Board of 19
on their websites, in the interests of transparency and democratic scrutiny, March 2014.
including by Parliament.
European Parliament recommendations over the past years
Performance
Calls on the Centre to analyse the current data flow and tools used for budget The Centre acquired a stable and user-friendly tool for budget planning and monitoring in
planning and establish controls; notes, in this respect, that the Centre budget the third quarter of 2013. The new tool is expected to be fully implemented during the
planning is based on excel tools and manual or system-based controls of data second quarter of 2014.
which could result in calculation errors and wrong expenditure planning, and
ultimately have a negative impact on the Centre's pricing;
European Parliament recommendations over the past years
The Implementing Rules for Training were adopted by the Centre’s Management Board
on 23 October 2012.
At the end of 2013 only two ‘very important’ recommendations from the Internal Audit
Service (IAS) were still open, concerning the Business Continuity Plan (BCP); they had to
be postponed to 2014 due to the Centre’s move to its new premises at the end of 2013.

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union
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ANNEX XII – LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD
INSTITUTION/BODY – MEMBER STATE
European Commission

COMMON NAME/
ABBREVIATION

Commission

EP
European Parliament
Council
Council of the EU
CJEU
Court of Justice of the EU
ECB
European Central Bank
ECA
European Court of Auditors
EESC
European Economic and Social Committee
Committee of the Regions of the EU
CoR
European Investment Bank
EIB
European Ombudsman
Ombudsman
European Fisheries Control Agency
EFCA
European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
FRA
European GNSS Agency
GSA
European Network and Information Security Agency ENISA
European Defence Agency
EDA
European Aviation Safety Agency
EASA
European Medicines Agency
EMA
European Chemicals Agency
ECHA
European Agency for the Management of Operational
Cooperation at the External Borders of the Member Frontex
States of the European Union
European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
EU-OSHA
European Maritime Safety Agency
EMSA
European Environment Agency
EEA
European Research Council Executive Agency
ERCEA
Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency TEN-T EA
Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency EACEA
Executive Agency for Competitiveness and Innovation EACI
Research Executive Agency
REA
Executive Agency for Health and Consumers
EAHC
European Railway Agency
ERA
European Food Safety Agency
EFSA
European Asylum Support Office
EASO
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control ECDC
European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Cedefop
Training
European Union Satellite Centre
EUSC
European Police College
CEPOL
European Joint Undertaking for ITER and the
F4E
Development of Fusion Energy
Eurojust
Eurojust
European Training Foundation
ETF
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living
Eurofound
and Working Conditions

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union

FULL MEMBER
Rytis Martikonis
(Chairman)
Gurli Hauschildt
Janet Pitt
Margarida Lacerda
Letizia Lombardi
Christine Graeff (1)
(1)
Ineta Strautina
Pedro Cervilla
H. Woestmann (1)
(1)
Niall McHale
Friso Roscam-Abbing
Carlo des Dorides (1)
Udo Helmbrecht (1)
Sébastien Pechberty
Patrick Ky
Andreas Pott
Andreas Herdina

ALTERNATE MEMBER
Piet Verleysen
José Luis Vega Expósito
Bernadette Ligeti
Sabine Ehmke-Gendron
Sarah Van Baak (1)
José Ortiz Pintor
Eric Lavigne
Eric Lavigne
Christl Schraut (1)
Alessandro Del Bon
Rieke Arndt
John Kellock

José-Luis Mena
Frank Manuhutu
Alexios Skarlatos
Lindsay Jackson

Sakari Vuorensola

Isabel Torne

Andrew Smith
Tom van Hees
Katja Rosenbohm
Gurli Hauschildt
Gurli Hauschildt
Gurli Hauschildt
Gurli Hauschildt
Gurli Hauschildt
Gurli Hauschildt
Mikkel Emborg
Olivier Ramsayer (1)
Pedro Ataide
Ines Steffens

Monika Azaola
Malgorzata Nesterowicz
Sigfús Bjarnason
José Luis Vega Expósito
José Luis Vega Expósito
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GLOSSARY
Common name /
Abbreviation
ACER
ARTEMIS JU
BEREC
CCE-EMPLOI
CdT
Cedefop
CEPOL
CJEU
Commission
CoR
Council
CPVO
CSJU
EACEA
EACI
EAHC
EASA
EASO
EBA
ECA
ECB
ECDC
ECHA
EDA
EDPS
EEA
EESC
EFCA
EFSA
EIB
EIGE
EIOPA
EIT
EMA
EMCDDA
EMSA
ENIAC JU
ENISA
EP-DG TRAD

Agencies / bodies / offices / institutions
Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking
Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications
Directorate-General for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal
Opportunities (DG-EMPL) – European Commission
Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
European Police College
Court of Justice of the European Union
European Commission
Committee of the Regions of the European Union
Council of the European Union
Community Plant Variety Office
Clean Sky Joint Undertaking
Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency
Executive Agency for Competitiveness and Innovation
Executive Agency for Health and Consumers
European Aviation Safety Agency
European Asylum Support Office
European Banking Authority
European Court of Auditors
European Central Bank
European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control
European Chemicals Agency
European Defence Agency
European Data Protection Supervisor
European Environment Agency
European Economic and Social Committee
European Fisheries Control Agency
European Food Safety Agency
European Investment Bank
European Institute for Gender Equality
European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority
European Institute of Innovation and Technology
European Medicines Agency
European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction
European Maritime Safety Agency
ENIAC Joint Undertaking
European Network and Information Security Agency
Directorate-General for Translation – European Parliament
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Common name /
Abbreviation
ERA
ERCEA
ESMA
ETF
eu-LISA
EU-OSHA
Eurofound
Eurojust
Europol
EUSC
F4E
FCH JU
FRA
Frontex

European Railway Agency
European Research Council Executive Agency
European Securities and Markets Authority
European Training Foundation
European Agency for the operational management of large-scale IT
systems in the area of freedom, security and justice
European Agency for Safety and Health at Work
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working
Conditions
Eurojust
European Police Office
European Union Satellite Centre
Fusion for Energy Joint Undertaking
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking
European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the
External Borders of the European Union
European GNSS Agency
IMI Joint Undertaking
Maritime Analysis and Operations Centre – Narcotics
Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (Trade Marks and Designs)
European Ombudsman
Research Executive Agency
SESAR Joint Undertaking
Trans-European Transport Network Executive Agency
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GSA
IMI JU
MAOC (N)
OHIM
Ombudsman
REA
SJU
TEN-T EA

Agencies / bodies / offices / institutions

Translation Centre for the Bodies of the European Union
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